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Abstract
This paper describes our participation in temporal summarization track of TREC2013. All runs are
submitted for both two tasks, namely sequential update summarization task and value tracking task. A
real-time framework was proposed based on a trigger model. This model consists of two parts. One is
selecting the relevant documents by searching on the document titles. The other is obtaining import
sentences to an event. Using the KBA 2013 English-and-unknown-language stream corpus, the
experimental results show the effectiveness of our approach.

1 Introduction
This is the first year of temporal summarization track. We were provided with a large collection of
timestamped documents from a variety of news and social media sources covering the time period
October 2011 through January 2013. The goal of the first task is to generate sequential update
summarization, which are useful, new and timely sentence-length updates about a developing event[1].
The event refers to a temporally acute topic, and each topic contains the start time and end time. There
are five types of events: accident, bombing, earthquake, shooting and storm. The goal of the second
task is to track the value of important event-related attributes. If the estimate changes, the system
should return the new value as well as the identifier of the supporting sentence. The attributes include
deaths, injuries, displaced, financial impact and locations. Formally, given the time-ordered corpus, the
keyword query and the relevant time range, our system outputs a list of sentence identifiers.

2 Our Approach
2.1 Data preprocessing
The standard dataset is TREC KBA 2013 Stream Corpus[2], however, we use a cleansed and smaller
version of corpus: the KBA 2013 'english-and-unknown-language' stream corpus[3]. Since the total
size of this dataset is still very large, we need to preprocess it for timeliness. We decipher the corpus
using a standard gpg and XZ decompression. The corpus has been split into ten components such as
news, weblog and review. We only focus on documents labeled with news and discard other types of
documents. This is reasonable because we find that the given topics are all about the significant news
events.
2.2 sequential update summarization task
Although there is related work based on Wikipedia[4], we propose a real-time framework to guarantee
the low latency. That is iterating over the corpus only once in temporal order, and outputting the results
of all topics simultaneously. Our processes can be spited into two steps: For each document, we first
determine whether it is relevant to any query. Second, the sentences containing trigger words, such as
kill, die and injure, are selected from matched documents. In the first step, we conduct some

experiments and find that the search performance using document titles is much better than that using
full documents. Therefore, we only check the titles of news. Specifically, if a title covers all words of a
query, we think this document is matched with the topic. Otherwise, the relevance grade is zero and
skipping it.In the second step, a set of trigger words are learned from training data. After stemming, we
select nouns and verbs as trigger words. In addition to these words, the synonymies can be extended
using WordNet. The real-time framework is shown as follows:
Algorithm 1
Input: stream of documents
Input: topic queries
Input: onset time of each event
Output: list of sentence identifiers
1: Initialize: RESULT={}
2: for each document d in corpus do
3:
if d.timestamp < event end time and d.timestamp > event start time then
4:
for each query q do
5:
if d.title and q are matched then
6:
Select sentences using trigger words and add them to T
7:
Discard sentences from T which include more than 50 words
8:
Compute the similarity between sentences in T and existing sentences in
RESULT and remove the redundancy sentences from T
9:
Add T to RESULT
10:
end if
11:
end for
12:
end if
13: end for
14: return RESULT

The simHash algorithm is used to compute the similarity between a new sentence and sentences in
result list. Note that, we increase the weights of numerics, because they are very important in a
catastrophic event. For example, the number of victims in earthquake becomes higher and higher as
time goes on, but the sentences are written in the same expression patterns.

2.3 value tracking task
The algorithm of value tracking task is similar to that shown above. The trigger words are the names of
five types of attributes. Each document is processed in sequence. For a sentences match a certain
attribute name, then we check to see if the surrounding words of attribute contain numeric value. The
size of window is set to five words. After that, we extract the number as the value of this attribute.
Lastly, if the value is no change in the existing values, skipping it and continue processing sentences.
Otherwise, adding the new attribute value to existing value list.

3 Results
We submitted total three runs for two tasks: ICTNET_run1, ICTNET_run2 and ICTNET_ValueTask.
The temporal summarization track is the first year, thus there are no previous work we can compare
with. For run1, we remove duplicated sentences based on literal similarity. And we compute semantic
similarity using WordNet in run2. The results are as follows.

Figure 1. The comparison of ICTNET_run1 updates and gold standard updates (nuggets).

Figure 2. The comparison of ICTNET_run2 updates and gold standard updates (nuggets).

Run ID

Expected Latency Gain

Latency

Comprehensiveness

AVG

0.1249

0.2525

STD

0.0755

0.1688

MIN

0.0100

0.0234

MAX

0.2777

0.5372

AVG

0.1270

0.2512

STD

0.0752

0.1693

MIN

0.0100

0.0227

MAX

0.2777

0.5372

ICTNET_run1

ICTNET_run2

Table 1. The comparison of ICTNET_run1 and ICTNET_run2.

4 Conclusion
This paper reports a trigger-based real-time framework and technical scheme for two tasks in TREC
2013 Temporal Summarization Track. Most methods are straightforward, and the most indicative
finding is that filtering out irrelevant documents may boost the performance in the next procedure of
sentence selection. In this year, we only search on the field of document title for matching the relevant
events as early as possible. In the future, we will consider more information on the level of sentence.
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